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Abstract. Aircraft operations have significant impact on the environment and human health. Primary
sources of this impact are emissions from main engines and auxiliary power units (APUs). Air transportation
activities cause almost 3% of total greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by consuming approximately 3% of
total fossil fuel consumption. More fossil fuel means more environmental impact, so recent studies are
focused on reducing environmental impact by reducing fuel consumption of aircraft power plant systems,
including APU. APU is a compact turbojet engine used on aircrafts for electric and pneumatic power
generation while main engines are not running or unserviceable. In this study, APU related environmental
impacts are defined. Recommendations to mitigate these impacts are given. Practical and applicable methods
are collected into three categories: reducing APU usage, design improvements and using alternative energy
sources.
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1. Introduction
Current growth rate of commercial air transportation increases concerns over environment and human
health. Present contribution of aviation constitutes approximately 3% of overall greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions which are known as responsible for wide range of environmental impact from global warming and
ozone depletion to bio-diversity loss. Although that 3% contribution seems relatively small, recent studies
show that commercial aviation sector could become dominant contributor as soon as 2020 with the current
growth rate. In addition, aircrafts mainly operates at between altitudes of 8-13 km which makes impact of
GHG emissions more complex and more drastic (for example, formation of condensation trails) [1-4].
Commercial air transportation impacts the environment both local and international scale. Major sources
of these impacts are aircraft main engines and auxiliary power units (APUs). APUs are used on aircrafts for
electric and pneumatic power generation while main engines are not running or unserviceable. APUs are
only used during flight (cruise flight) in case of emergency. Hence, APUs are assumed to be used only at
landing and take-off cycle (LTO) in this study. Environmental impact of LTO cycle of flight effects local air
quality and human health around airport surroundings [5-7].
This study aims to define environmental impacts of APUs and to reflect possible alternative applications
to mitigate these impacts.

2. System Description
APU is a compact turbojet engine. It has a single shaft that connects turbine and compressor each other.
It operates at a constant speed and drives an electric generator which produces 115 V-400 Hz electrical
power. APU is generally installed on tail cone of aircrafts and consist of following main components similar
to main engines: compressor, combustion chamber, turbine, exhaust and gearbox. Schematic of an APU
which are used on B-737-800 aircraft is shown in Figure 1 [8].
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Fig. 1: Schematic of APU

APU has following main functions on aircraft:


It is used to start aircraft main engines,



It provides compressed air to aircraft pneumatic system,



It provides electrical power to different aircraft systems when main engines are not running or
unserviceable.

3. Environmental Impact and Mitigation Alternatives
3.1. Environmental Impacts
Aircraft operations have significant impact on the environment as a result of emissions from main
engines and APU. Air transportation activities cause almost 3% of total GHG emissions by consuming
approximately 3% of total fossil fuel consumption [9]. Modern commercial jet engines consume kerosene as
fuel which is also a fossil fuel. More fossil fuel means more environmental impact. Recent study showed that
an APU consumes approximately 110 kg fuel in an hour [10]. Also, British Airways performed an analysis to
its own fleet and results showed that APU consumes 1% of total fuel consumption [11].
As stated before, APUs are mainly used during LTO cycle. Emissions from APU and main engines can
be considered to have similar characteristics. Carbon dioxide (
), oxygen ( ), water vapor (
),
nitrogen oxides (
), unburned hydrocarbons (
), carbon monoxide ( ) can be defined as typical
APU related emissions during LTO cycle.

3.2. Mitigation Alternatives
Recently, airport related GHG emissions attract a great deal of attention by scientists, decision makers
and operators. Primary sources of these emissions are main engines and APUs. Mitigation ways of APU
impact are given in three main groups in this study.

3.2.1

Reducing APU Usage
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One of the most practical and applicable methods to mitigate environmental impact of APU is reducing
APU usage. Less APU usage means, less fuel consumption; and that means less GHG emission, and so less
environmental impact. For example, British Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) is published a code of practice and
recommended a hierarchy for the industry that stresses reducing APU usage [12]:






First, fixed terminal based equipment should be used where it is available. These equipment
provide electrical power from airport grid and pneumatic power from a central system. That is
best option among others, but airport infrastructure should be suitable for these services.
Second, mobile ground power units and pre-conditioned air vehicles should be used. These
mobile vehicles generally powered by diesel engines and produces GHG emissions but not as
much as APU produces.
Third, if the two mentioned above are unavailable or unserviceable, APU can be used but
usage times should be limited to minimum values.

APU usage reducing can be accomplished by cooperation between airline operators, airport operators,
ground handling agents and pilots. Some suggestions for these groups are given below:










3.2.2

Airline operators should publish directives to their pilots to minimize APU usage time,
Airline operators should encourage GSE and fixed terminal based equipment usage,
Airline operators should train their pilots to create awareness about environmental impacts,
Airport operators and ground handling agencies should try to keep sufficient amount of
ground support equipment (GSE) -including GPU and pre-conditioned air vehicles- well
maintained and in service as much as possible,
Airport operators and ground handling agencies should encourage a fault reporting
mechanism to take back into service unserviceable GSE,
Pilots should be aware of environmental impacts of APU usage,
Pilots should switch off APU whenever GSE or fixed terminal based equipment is available
on arrival,
Pilots should not start APU until last possible moment before departure.

Design Improvements

New generation engine and APU technologies are estimated to save 15% of fuel compared to current ones.
Design improvements improve thermal efficiency of APUs which decreases fuel consumption rates. Beside
improved thermal efficiency, environmental impact of APUs can be upgraded by changing systematical
architecture of the engine. For example, B 787 Dreamliner presents a new APU and technology which is
defined by Boeing as no-bleed system. This technology offers a 3% fuel reduction and provides only electrical
power. Components associated with pneumatic power generation are eliminated. Orange lined components
shown in Figure 2 are eliminated parts of no-bleed system APU [13].

Fig. 2: Eliminated Components of No-Bleed System APU
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3.2.3

Using Alternative Energy Sources

Aircraft engines use fossil fuels and aforementioned GHG emissions occur in consequence of combustion
of that fossil fuel. As long as fossil fuels are used by aircraft main engines and APUs, environmental impact of
aviation industry will continue to grow. So, scientists and policy makers pursue a strategy to develop alternative
fuels to fossil fuels. The two prominent candidates are hydrogen and biofuels [14].
Hydrogen is a synthetic fuel and needs a source to be generated. This source is generally a fossil fuel, water
or biomass. Recent studies and projects (such as NEXTCAP (Next Generation Clean Aircraft Project) by
NASA Glenn Research Center) are focused on fuel cell powered and hydrogen fueled aircraft power plants.
Hydrogen fueled APU is considered as first step of the way through all electric fuel cell powered commercial
transport aircraft. NEXTCAP projects to develop fuel cell powered APU and full electric hydrogen powered
aircraft by 2015 and 2030, respectively. Hydrogen can be defined as the most environmentally benign
alternative, because its combustion products include negligible
, significantly reduced
and water
which can be used for onboard needs; if existing technical and logistical barriers would be overcome such as
storage and sourcing [15-17].
Biofuels are fuels that are produced from biomass through biochemical and thermochemical processes.
These fuels have emerged as potential substitutes for current energy sources like diesel and kerosene which are
used in modern jet engines and APUs [18]. International Energy Agency (IEA) reported that 3% of total road
transport fuel is provided by biofuels, however promoting current biofuel technologies to a drop-in alternative
for aviation industry seems feasible but needs further development [19]. For instance, [20] states that new
aircraft designs which have biofuel fueled powerplant system (main engines and APU) would have to be larger
fuel tanks in order to meet range and payload requirements to compensate low energy density of biofuels.

4. Conclusion
Aircraft operations are responsible for 12% of
emissions from all transport modes, and 80% of
these are emitted over 1,5 kilometers. There is no alternative mode of transport at these altitudes. Not only
emissions, but also other pollutant and particulate emissions make air transportation industry one of the
prime suspects for global warming and ozone depletion with current grow rate. Sources of these emissions
are aircraft powerplant systems including main engines and APU. This study stressed APU related
environmental impact and reviewed mitigation alternatives for this impact such as operational reductions,
design improvements and alternative energy source usage. Although contribution of APU related
environmental impact is relatively small, it is non-ignorable. Results and statistics show that mitigation of
APU related environmental impact can be defined as the first step of the way through green aircraft
technologies. These mitigation alternatives will help the industy to meet green and sustainable aviaton targets.
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